
VISUAL DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Although the structure of the dress appears to embody Grace Kelly’s overarching style, one 
strength being the halter neck, the backless feature however results in less room for originality 
and experimentation in design. Whilst there is a variation of techniques, these are too spread out, 
causing fragmentation and do not reflect a consolidated major work. In addition, the vivid tones 
of yellow and red contrast nicely and reflect a range of the garments within Dolce & Gabbana’s 
2016 collection, however the techniques weaken the design their inconsistency and simplicity.

The influence of Grace Kelly’s historical fashion style has been embodied in this concept through 
the backless halter neck, waisted configuration, and dindrl skirt, replicating image 6. The 
voluminously gathered skirt is reflective of the Dolce & Gabbana 2016 summer collection, 
enhancing a breathable and comfortable summer design. Laser-cut flowers and french knots 
incorporate the dimensional embellishments in image 1, promoting a raised surface area and 
varied texture and shape. The digitally printed majolica fabric draws great inspiration from my 
cultural inspiration majolica, entailing vivid and lively tones as in Dolce & Gabbana’s collection. 

This simplistic style outlines the fashion period of Grace Kelly through its minimal structure. 
The dindrl skirt, and backless halter neck promote femininity through enhancing and 
accentuating parts of the wearer’s figure, echoing the historical roots of my inspiration. The 
painted watercolour design embodies not only the artistic pottery used in Italy, but also the 
fabric featuring in Dolce & Gabbana’s collection, replicating the vibrant colours, circular and 
organic shapes, and cursive line. The techniques of embroidery, beaded laser-cut flowers, and 
pleating all reflect varied surface textures displayed through Dolce & Gabbana’s collection.

The historical trend of a halter neck dress, fitted with the appropriate waisted and capacious 
skirt, reflect Grace Kelly’s key stylistic features. The waist and prominent features of a 
feminine figure have been outlined through the use of pleating, beading, and gathering in 
addition to the tulle skirt. This innovativation reflects Dolce & Gabbana’s 2016 summer 
collection, as it embodies the dimensional techniques that give garments shape and 
liveliness appropriate for summer, such as the laser cut flowers. The sheer over-skirt and bodice 
both incorporate digitally printed fabric immitating key motifs of my cultural inspiration.

The simplistic construction of a halter neck dress with a commodious skirt has been 
maintained and lengthened from the previous design, to allow a greater focus on the innovative 
techniques. The knife-pleating acts as a tool to enhance the slim feminine waist remaining 
similar to concept 1. The shift of the digitally printed fabric placement within the garment 
has proven to enrich my cultural inspiration, moreso contrasting with the vivid tone of red 
balanced by the laser cut flowers now located on the skirt. The movement of sheer fabric has 
also given the garment more functionality allowing breathability and comfort on hot days.

Whilst this concept does take into greater account my historical inspiration, with the 
additional length of the garment, the sleeveness nature of the garment still means there is 
less opportunity for innovative techniques. On appeal, the garments design does show an 
improved consistency with the techniques and clever use colour juxtaposition; however 
techniques remain slightly unbalanced and lack creative spark. The inventive techniques such 
as gathering, knife pleating, and digitally printed fabric prove difficult and are a strength, but to 
improve the design, these should be consistent and serve as small motifs throughout. 
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